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Chapter

The added value of

l.l The term and its origins

The term Disability Management is of
Anglo-Saxon origin, and was first used

in Canada and the United Sfates, in

large industrial companies.There was no
extended social safety net for employ-

ees whose inability to work was often
due to accidents at work People were
in danger of losing everything in one go:

their health, their job and their social
position.Where possible, employers were
made liable. Hence businesses sorely felt
the need for a tool they could use to
get absent employees back to workThe
practices developed within this frame-
work became known under the umbrella
classification Disability ManagementThis
strateg)r, which led to considerable cost
savings for many companies, was adopted
on a large scale and spread like wildfire.
Based on experiences in Canada and the
United States, the lnternational Labour
Organization (lLO) drew up a'Code of
Practice in Disability Management' in

order to disseminate the principles of
Disability Management to other compa-

nies and other countries.

Disability Management

Accordingly, the term became known
in various European countries, including

lreland and Germany, as well as in the
Netherlands, where it was promoted pri-
marily by the Committee on Occupatio-
nal Disability and WorkThe successor to
this Committee, the currentWorking Per-

spective Commission, is still seen as the
most significant motor behind countless

projects in and with businesses looking to
implement Disability Management Get-
ting people with health problems to parti-
cipate to the full in the workforce is their
pre-eminent motive. Commissioned by

the Ministry of SocialAffairs and Employ-

ment, the TNO Work and Employment
conducted the first structured study into
the added yalue of Disability Management

in the Netherlands (Reijenga, et al., 1999).

The concept was developed further and

implementation tools - set out in this
booklet - were designed. Organisations

can use these tools to integrate Disability
Management into their corporate policies.

Disability Management is concerned with
'stage-managing maximum employability
of individuals, taking any impairments
they may have into consideration'.The
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term calls for specific attention from
management for people with health

problems. Disability Management is not
so much about the individual learning to
deal with his or her impairment, however

important that may be, it is about stage-

managing the processes in an organisation

so that employees with occupational

impairments can, again, participate to the

maximum of their ability.

To date, the term Disability Management

is seldom used in the Netherlands and

where it is used, it provokes discussion.

Some people feel that the term places

too much emphasis on'handicaps'. On

the other hand, a positive player is that a

specific group of people is placed centre

stage (in this case people with health

problems or an occupational impairment).

lf this group is to have equal opportuni-
ties in work, they will, for the time being,

have to go on depending on specific care.

Highlighting this group is particularly

important because they are often easily

denied opportunities.

1.2 The position of Disability
i,l anagement in organi sational
policy

Disability Management can, in fact, be

seen as a specific component of Human

Resource Management lt has several

common areas of interest with policies

involving working conditions, absenteeism

and return to work but also with compe-

tence and performance manatement.

Where working conditions, absenteeism

and return-to-work policies extend no

further than good practical procedures,

Disability Management goes one step

further to explicitly include management

issues such as corporate culture, styles

of management and the development

and deployment of human potential.This

brings Disability Management closer to
competence manaSement, though there

are considerable differences:
. ln theory, comPetence manaSement

applies to all employee categories in

which competencies are linked to
positions.To be eligible for a certain

position, an employee needs to have

the right set of skills or to develop

them using suitable tools such as coa-

ching training and learning on-the-iob.

Competence management is, in effect,

the responsibility of the employee

and his or her superior and, in some

cases, a HRM consultant. Because

employee performance is constantly

being monitored, their skills can be

adequately evaluated.
. Conversely,Disability Management

is intended primarily for a particular

group of employees who, as a result

of health problems, cannot meet

the requirements inherent in the

iob. Disability Management focuses

on retaining employees with health

problems but also employing new

people with impairments.To be able

to find suitable work for this latter
group, it is necessary to assess what
their capabilities are and what skills

they can develop over a reasonable

time scale.This should not iust involve

coaching, training and learning on-

the-lob, but also return-to-work tools
such as work adjustments, therapies
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and schooling activities. ln a practical

sense, more Parties can be involved

in Disability Management than just

the employee and his or her superior,

such as a HRM consultang a second

superiori a return-to-work consultant

and a company doctor.

ln short, Disability Management is, prac-

tically speaking, often hr more complex.

That is why the concept is so expressly

based on good stage management and

why it can give added value to an organi-
sation and those who work in it.

1.3 Why Disability Management
is so important

The added value Disability Management

provides becomes apparent first and

foremost in the countless examples of
people who, due to their health problems,

were initially unable to find work, mainly

because the focus was on what they

were no longer able to do. ln the end, it
became clear that these people were able

to deliver excellent performance in those

organisations that pursued policies geared

to involving people with impairments.

(Source: www.kroonophetwerknl and

www.werken d pe rspectief.n l).

Research (Bosselaar and Reiienga, 2000)

has also shown that organisations that can

by rights place themselves in the Disability

Management top league are those that can

boast low absentee rates, low numbers

of new applicants for disability benefits,

low disability insurance plus contribution
differentiation and market forces premiums

(WAO/PEM BA) and contented employees.

Accordingly, these organisations have

also been able to save considerably on

expensesr. Besides, as a rule they have no

difficulty finding the right people and are

better able to hold on to their employees

and keep them interested. Finally, Disability

Management also helps to link up occupa-

tional health and safety,absenteeism and

return-to-work policies (abbreviated to
AVR in Dutch), thus optimising prevention,

absence counselling and return-to-work
measures, making them more effective and

more efficientTask, responsibilities and

powers associated with these policies are

clearly defined in Disability Management.

ln other words, Disability Management

helps organisations and employees to
recognise untapped potential and make

it'exploitable' again. All involved benefit
directly from this.

Specific focus on engaging employees

whose health is impaired is important
because it makes it possible to utilise the

capabilities of people who would other-

wise remain unproductive or dependent

on social benefits. Making optimum use of
the qualities of people in this group is not
only crucial for the people themselves

- organisations and society as a whole

also benefit.The Netherlands is rapidly

ageing, while the section of the popula-

tion that will be in a position to work
will continue to shrink. From the second

half of this decade onwards, the post-war

baby boom teneration will start leaving

the labour market, with labour shortages

as a consequence.All available potential

will be needed to stop the Netherlands

from becoming a'poor man's Florida'.

This means that the Dutch will have to
do everything they can to ensure that

I Though no single leading organisation calculates costs/benefits of Disability Management in the same wal,they are unanimous

in their belief in the cost-saving effect of Disability Management' lnvestments in Disabilit)' Management are hence never a subject

of debate in these organisations. (Ministry of Social Aflairs and Employment, 2002, and Salman, 2003)
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(the growing population of) Wajong'ers2,

the chronically and long-term sick, others
with occupational disabilities, as well as

elderly employees who risk becoming

unemployable stay at work or eventually

go back
Businesses that are successful on that
score, because they apply Disability
Management strategies for instance, have

a head start,the more because they are

generally more successful in recruiting,
interesting and holding on to employees.

ln truth, no business can afford to remain

behind where that is concerned.

ln fact, demographic developments in the
Netherlands (and in Europe as a whole)
are a far more persuasive argument for
Disability Management than all statutory
measures for preventing people from
becoming disabled and ensuring that,

they remain active on the labour market.

Basically, all these measures are promp-
ted by the same underlying notion thag
economically speaking, the Netherlands is

in danger of going bankrupt if we do not
succeed in making maximum use of our
human potential. Disability Management

is a pro-active policy field, and organisa-

tions that know how to implement need

not worry that they will be'doomed' to
employing second-rate labour; as it were.
On the contrary, such companies know

how to bring out the best in their people

and use their potential to the full.

The following selection of 'best practices'

show how Disability Management enables

organisations to state-manage personnel

employability and to make optimum use

of the abilities of people with health

impairments.

(Examples are taken from
www.kroonophetwerk nl).

i Youngsters who come under the DisablementAssistance Act for HandicappedYoung Persons
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1.4 Starting with Disability
Management

As discussed above, Disability Manage-

ment provides added value to and har-

monises with company health and safety,

absenteeism and return-to-work policies

(AVR) in particular.There is no need to
go back to square one if you want to
embark on Disability Management. Most
organisations that have HRM policies ori
more especially,AVR policies and compe-
tence management in place already have a

good leg-up.

ln certain cases, organisations will have

developed special strategies for employ-
ing people with occupational or other
disabilities.All these points of contact
can be useful for introducing Disability
Managemenc So starting with Disability

Management is, in most cases, a question

of extending and optimising existing
policies. Depending on the organisation,

various link can be a starting point for
setting up Disability Management:
. The link with prevention and/or occu-

pational health and safety policy:

o Prevention programmes, for
instance for RSl, work pressure or
physical strain

o Health promotion programmes

such as company fitness, anti-smo-
king policies, etc.

o Current risk inventory & eva-

luation schemes and plans of
approach ensuing from them

o Occupational health and safety

system

o Surveys of employee satisfaction

and/or work stress
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The link with absenteeism policy:

o Absence protocol
o Available absence statistics

o Training in absenteeism manage-

ment for supervisors
o Cost-benefit awareness and cal-

culating costs of absenteeism for
various accountable units in the

organisation

The link with return-to-work policy:

o A return-to-work guideline or
protocol laying down agreements

on counselling the lont-term sick

and relocated employees

o Availability of a company'return-
to-work advisor' or social worker

o Effective use of subsidies within
the statutoD/ framework of the

Disability (Reintegration) Act
(REA)

o A return-to-work management

system

The link with occupational disabilities

policy:

o Co-operation with specific orga-

nisations (e.g. municipal councils,

businesses specialised in employing

or outsourcing people with
occupational disabilities, sheltered
workshops, return-to-work com-

panies, regional collaborations)

o Availability of a job coach or
return-to-work specialist

The link with HRM policy:

o A clear philosophy and a'well-
meaning' mission with respect to
employability

o Activating employees to be respon-

sible for their own employability

(personal development plans)

o Performance appraisal and career

interviews paying specifi c attention
to health in relation to work and

personal development

o comPetence manaSement

The following chapters describe several

tools that can be used to implement

Disability Management.
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Chapter

Mea$uring is knowing

2. I Introducing Disability
Management

Disability Management is about creating

optimum employability for all while taking

health problems into account.Though
there is no need to start from scratch

if you intend to introduce Disability

Management, you should be aware of the

baseline in your organisation in order
to be able to define starting point and

priorities.You can use'Disability Manage-

ment Measurement' to chart your orga-

nisation's position in terms of Disability
ManagementThis tool and the principle it
is based on -'measuring is knowing' - is

the subject of this chapter.

Disability Management Measurement

provides information about advantages

and disadvantages in the process of
developing and implementing this method

and also gives you an idea of how you

are progressing and the results you have

achieved.After a while, about a year later
perhaps, you can repeat this measure-

ment.This measuring and remeasuring

system (monitoring and evaluating) can

help link Disability Management to other

care and welfare systems in the field

of occupational health and safety and

return to work as well as with any quality

systems your organisation may already

have in place.

2.2 The Disability Management
Measurement

The design of this system of measure-

ment is based on the five-step model

developed by the Dutch Ministry of Social

Affairs and Employment
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A set of questions or verification points
have been drawn up for each step.This

way, you can chart elements such as

intentions, awareness, knowledge, plans

and preconditions as well as the practices

in your organisation and relate them to
Disability Management.

lntention
This step involves:
. the intention to address absenteeism,

return to work and employability of
people with health problems;

. commitment on the part of the orga-

nisation at the strategic, tactical and

implementing level;
. the presence of preconditions enabling

the organisation to pursue the policy.

Knowledge
This step involves taking inventory of and

diagnosing the problem.The questions

are about whether company policies do
indeed include aspects ofabsenteeism and

return to work that can be used as star-

ting points for Disability Management For

instance, one key element here is whether
manatement information is available and if
so, whether it is suited to pursuing, evalua-

ting and subsequendy modifing policies.

Methods
This step involves defining and prioriti-
sing measures or activities on the basis

of the problem inventory/diagnosis.The
step leads to an action plan or Plan of
Approach.The first time you perform this
step you ascertain whether your com-
pany has defined priorities or works to
plan. Subsequent measurements then look
at how effective this step is.

Work
The questions included in this step are

aimed at finding out how and to what
verifiable effect existing policies are

implemented, whilst also targeting com-
munication and difficulties encountered in

their implementation.

Monitoring
This step involves monitoring progress

made and subsequent evaluating and

modifying the organisation's absenteeism

and return-to-work policy.

Completing the Disability Management

Measurement will give you answers to the
following questions:

a) Are the various policy aspects

properly structuredl
b) Do they work as they shouldl
Each result in the measurement is allot-
ted two scores: one for availability (cor-
responds to a) and one for effectiveness

(corresponds to b).The following scores

can be given per item:

Avoilobility score

available yes

unavailable or partially available no
not known/not clear I

Eflecaveness

effective

score
+

not effective or partially effective

not known/not clear +

The'availability' score does not relate
exclusively to documents, it can also

involve an activit), or an attitude. For

instance, do supervisors feel responsible

for an employee returning to work and do
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they demonstrate their commitmentl To

assess the level of availability and effective-

ness, the next question to follow on from

this would be'how is this demonstratedl'.

A Disability Management Measurement

checklist can be found in appendix (p.55).

2.3 Sources for Disability
Management Measurement

The fuct that different people are involved

in an organisation's policy structure means

that there are different ways of looking

at the avaihbility and effectiveness of the

various policy elements, both in terms
of strategy and of implementation.An

example: a Personnel and Organisation

policy employee may be convinced that
the company has a clear return-to-work
policy on paperi whereas a direct super-

visor says that this is not the case.The

point is not who is right but that there are

obviously different ways of looking at this.

It is this that is interesting, such differing

points of view eventually lead us to the

key issues in the organisation.

The Disability Management Measurement

was therefore designed for use as a tool
to question a random selection of people

in an organisation or outside, for example:
. members of the management (prefe-

rably with a HRM portfolio)
. line managers (from different levels or

sections)
. heads of Personnel and Organisation
. health and safety co-ordinators and/

or special return-to-work managers
. Personnel and Organisation advisors
. direct supervisors

' employees who have returned to
work after (protracted) sick leave

. company doctors (Occupational

Health and Safety Service)
. company social workers
. works council representatives
. mobility centre advisors or external

return-to-work companies

A second element in the measurement is

a document study, the point of which is

to collect mainly factual information on
policy, policy intentions, procedures and

management information.
What documensl
. mission statements
. HRM policy documents (recruitment

and selection, performance appraisal

interviews, mobility policy, careers

policy, etc.)
. documentsconcerningoccupational

health and safety, risk inventory &
evaluation and plan of approach

. policy documents on absenteeism and

return to work
. protocols concerningabsenteeism,

return to work social and medical

consultations/teams
. statistics and analyses of absenteeism
. return-to-workstatistics
. statistics of new applicants for disa-

blement benefits and sanctions impo-

sed by theAdministrative lnstitute for
Workers' lnsurance (UWV)

o contract with the Occupational
Health and Safety Service

. procedures regarding vacancies and

recruitment
. annual reports and annual social

rePort
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. reports of incidents/complaints (pro-
cedure, analysis)

. information for employees on HRM,

occupational health and safety and

absenteeism

This measurement can help to assess to
what extent policies are inclusive, well-
known and effective. lt can then be an

ideal basis for defining a best practice case

and the activities needed to develop it.

2.4 Conducting the Disability
l*lanagement Measurement

The measurement consists of doing inter-
views, some in groups, with key players

in the organisation and studying policy

documents. lt can be carried out by one

or more people, e.g. a project group. Some

research and audit experience is desirable.

Those conductint the measurement

should realise that the aim is not to test
their own ideas on these policies or to
impress them on others, but to collect as

much information as possible about the
policies,the information people have about
them and their opinions on the matten

All information needs to be classified and

analysed before reaching conclusions.

We recommend that you do a document
study before you start conducting inter-
views.This gives a good impression of the
intentions of the policies and allows you
to sharpen the questions you ask respon-

dents. ln addition, prior document study

enables you to solicit extra information
from the respondents or include some

more questions in the interviews.
Keeping scores is easy using the checklist

(see appendix). lt also allows you to include

any explanatory remark made by the res-

pondents that might substantiate the results.

Example:

lf most supervisors answer the question
'Are the task, responsibilities and powers

of people who are absent due to sickness

or taking part in return-to-work program-

mes laid down in writingl' in the negative,

then this in itself says something about
the effectiveness of existing policies. Quite
apart from tlre hct that such information
has been written down transparently or
nog it is, in any case, not clear to the group

of supervisors in question. lf they can also

indicate the reasons why the task, respon-

sibilities and powers are unclearithen this

can help you in the next stage when the
time comes to develop activities.

Tips for conducting interviews:
. Use a copy of appendix I for each

interview so that you can make notes.
. Set aside I to 1.5 hours for each

interview (individual or group).
. Group interviews are only conducted

witlr key informers from the same

'group', i.e. groups of several Personnel

and Organisation advisors, members

of the works council or supervisors,

or employees who have completed
return-to-work programmes.

. lf several people are conducting inter-
views, hold a meeting beforehand to
go through the checklist together.

. Decide before doing the interviews
how to report on them.

. Make a note of the names of the
interviewers and the respondents as

well as the date of the interview.
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Resulti DM mearur*ment: ,.

Positive hctors
. Absenteeism has been decreasing since 2001

. Reliable absenie staristics are available

. Concrete objecdves whh regard to
.:.: .:::al nteeitm an.d aplfcatts foi disabiemelt .r::::

=,=.,-@1$tsryerunl|f,,,,,,.,,;,, "'-='-, Abientee poliil is in place

=..E=.:,.8@teem+nt intcHtloillars cfFar ",, r: ': rr:r::

uuutt::::::u:tt :

Negative factors
. Uniertainry as to policy-implementadon tasks

. Personnel & Organisation stimulates policy

but has not embedded it
. Acceptance ofreturn to work depends

largatt on the individual in question

. Relitivel, high level of nanr applicants for

dhahlement benefits,and high rates o{ long-

terffi absence (return-&-work policy not in

place)

,,r:,, ,Fxed ldea:'morc than annhing, ill people

,,',':,:,', vvant to be left alone'

. Not all subjects are applicable to all

respondents.The management will
be asked questions about aspects at
strategic level, whereas questions for
employees address policy implemen-

tation, in particular.
. Practice will show that not all sub-

jects can be thoroughly dealt with
in an interview.This depends on

how the interview develops and on

the opinions and experience of the
respondents.To get as comprehen-
sive a picture as possible, always ask

questions from each ofthe five steps

in the model when conducting an

interview.
Conducting the Disability Management

Measurement, reading documents, holding

interviews and writing out a report will
take four to five days.
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lf the results are transparent and have

been accepted, the management can

decide how and who is to draft a Plan

ofApproach.This is preferably done by

line management, but a new or standing

committee or project group in which the

line is represented is also an option.The

Plan of Approach should, in any case, be

drafted in accordance with what you aim

to achieve with your Disability Manage-

meng return-to-work or health policies.

The work involved in carrying out the

Plan of Approach should be supervised by

manaSement.
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Chapter

Not a penny too much?

3.! Why insight into costs is
important

Calculating the costs and possible

benefits of health and safety, absenteeism

and return-to-work policies is always a

difficult issue for an organisation. Com-
pany managers are justifiably interested

in the financial side of each aspect of
policy.They need to be convinced of the
added financial gain to be had before
they can establish new policy fields. But

there is more involved in actual active

management based on figures than

simply asking for an outline of the costs.

Accumulating the right figures is one

thing, intervening in the right way in

order to have a positive effect on those
figures is another, as is proving that
those interventions do indeed result
in a better cost balance. Even so,this
exercise is worthwhile. Several leading

companies that have invested specifically

in a return-to-work policy and that can,

to all intents and purposes, use the term
'Disability ManagemenC, say that financial

drives were among the most important
(Stalman, 2003).Though other companies

cite social motives as their main drive,

e.g. their image as good employe[ a sense

of responsibility for employees, as a rule

these companies are more mindful of tfie
costs and benefits of disability than most
(Stalman,2003).
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Cost-benefit analyses should be based

on absence and disability statistics at the
individual, company and sector level as

well as on the set of statutory financial

instruments, and should be conducted
over a period of several years.As of 2004,

employers are to calculate absenteeism

costs over a two-year period, while
disability statistics have to be calculated

over a period of five years. Given the
complexity and the frequent changes

in social security legislation, it is not
easy for businesses to have the figures

at the ready. Companies often have to
rely on theAdministrative lnstitute for
Workers' lnsurance (UWV) and the
Occupational Health and Safety Service
(Arbo) for reliable statistics.To calculate

the costs themselves, companies need

to have access to valid figures within the
organisation.A certain degree of prelimi-
nary work is needed for this, and some-
times modifications to the management

information system that is being used.

Salary and personnel administration has

to be linked to absence administration,
for instance, and to the administration
required by the UWV

3.2. How to put cost estimates /
calculation on the agenda

Several calculation and administrative
tools are available on the market that
can help organisations to design effective

information systems for understanding

costs and benefits of absence and social

security regulations.A useful place to
start is to consult the UWV Pemba

guidelines (lnvalidity lnsurance [Contribu-

tion Differentiation and Market Forces]

Act) available on the UWV website
(www.uwv.nl) or make an absence

balance as suggested on the Nationale
Nederlanden (www.nn.nl) and Verzuima-

lert (www.verzuimalert.nl) lnternet sites.

These can help compute the costs which
can then be used to alert one's own
management to the importance of statis-

tics. Figures can easily be used to demon-
strate the relevance of intensifying poli-
cies, for instance by means of Disability
Management.As a rule, reducing disability
levels brings in money.To ascertain the
scope of cost savings, it can be useful to
present various scenarios: one in which
the current situation is sustained, one in
which less attention is paid to policy and

where disability rates are rising, and one
in which disability is given added policy
consideration.
Experience has shown that generally

speaking, organisations are aware of the
cost of sickness absence, which shows

up immediately either in staff levels and

in production or the costs of replacing

staff and consultation costs for company

doctors. However, percentages and costs
of rising numbers of disability cases are
often not known although these are

the costs that increase the fastest and

from which the greatest gains are to be

achieved. lgnorance of disability costs is
also reflected in the choice of policies

several companies opt for.Thanks to the
Eligibility for Permanent lnvalidity Benefit
(Restrictions) Acg absence policies are
on the agenda of almost every HRM
department.After all, companies failing to
meet their legal obligations risk sanctions.
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Absence policies are often contained

in prevention and procedural measures.

However, return-to-work policies - part
of specific measures for counselling the

long-term sick and disabled - receive

relatively little attention.Yet the costs

saved by reducing long-term absence and

lowering the numbers of new disability

cases are greater than those saved by

implementing absence policies.
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3.3 Valid statistics

Once organisations recognise the
importance of cost calculation and wish

to start doing so,they are advised to
start keeping a record of more specific

statistical information, which, as manage-

ment information, can then allow them
to set quantitative goals, measure policy
effectiveness and adiust it.
The Working Perspective Commission's
(www.werkendperspectief.nl) cost-benefi t
module is useful for gaining insight into
the figures.This can be found in what is

known as the Disability Management Mir-
rori developed by the Commission to help

companies implement Disability Manage-

ment. Other instruments are available on
the market, however, some of them linked

to Eligibility for Permanent lnvalidity
Benefi t (Restrictions) Act calculation

models, for instance.

Relevant data that should be recorded
must be expressed in euro (over the last

five years):
. average wage and salary bill
. basic disablement benefit contribution
. differentiateddisablementbenefit

contribution
. any cuts or additions to the disable-

ment benefit contribution
. loss in productivity or replacement

costs
. cost of return-to-work counselling

and workplace adjustments
. refunds and subsidies
. costs for dismissal, replacement or

recruitment if return to work is not
an option

The following are to be expressed in

Percentages:
. absence percentage over the past

yeari excluding pregnancy leave
. number of cases of absence (percen-

tage of employees)
. share of short absence (up to 6

weeks)
. share of absence between 6 and I 3

weeks
. share of absence between I 3 and 52

week
. share ofabsence longer than I year

and shorter than 2
. disablementpercentage
. percentaSe of employees with a

handicap/health problems
. share of employees who have succes-

sfully returned to work over the past

year (incl. disabled no longer receiving
disablement benefits and who have

been taken on)
. number of new disablement benefit

applicants over the past year
. number of completed return-to-work

plans

The best thing is to collect these figures

over a number ofyears and then compare
them. Collecting statistics is not an end in
iaelf: they have to be put to constructive
use. Organisations can use them to for-
mulate policy goals and priorities, whilst
also enabling monitoring and evaluation

of policy implementation. lnformation can

be passed on to employees, and supervi-
sors can be called to account as to their
endeavours and responsibilities.

ln addition to recording costs and bene-
fits in terms of money and percentages,
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there is another category ofthe effects of
policy measures that is not so easily con-

tained in a cost-benefit analysis.Yet these

effects can be an important motivator
for initiating new policies.These include

immaterial endeavours and benefits such

as employee health (effect of ergonomics

on health), performance, motivation and

satishction, work participation (can work
be done by several group of employees),

as well as common values and standards.

We therefore recommend never iust
carrying out a cost-benefit analysis

for its own sake but also assessing the

immaterial effects and including them in

policy decisions. lf scenarios are used,

it is worthwhile including a number of
immaterial effects in each.

Summarising, it may be said that the
following benefits can be achieved if
Disability Management is based on costs

and other statistics:
. insight into both advantages and dis-

advantages of disablement benefits
. insight into absence and return-to-

work costs and benefits per unit/

department
. insight into the costs per individual

(important for deciding on return to
work)

. pro-active insight into the various

forms of absence
. policies that are quantifiable are more

effective
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Chapter

pfayers

all of them have the same interests, this
means that these programmes have to be

carefully stage-managed.The key principle
of Disability Managemend is therefore
effective stage-management.

Studies into methods employed by suc-

cessful leading companies have shown
that fulfilling certain'roles' is crucial for
effective management"We distinguish

between five essential roles:

The curtain rises for the

4.1 Stage-managing

'ln our cose,supervisors ore responsible for
obsence monogement ond retum to wo*'.
But what role does the HRM officer, the
company social workeqthe company

doctori the psychologisg the return-to-
work advisor, the mobility officer and the
employee him or herself play. lf you know
how many people are involved in an aver-

age return-to-work programme, you will
know that not everything is organised

as it should be in the company referred
to in the above quote. ln fact,this quote
touches on one ofthe most pressing

problems when it comes to the return to
work of employees with health problems.

The government acknowledged this by

introducing the Eligibility for Permanent

lnvalidity Benefit (Restrictions) Acg and

creating the position of 'case manager'

whose main task it is to monitor the
progress of return-to-work processes.

The government leaves it to employers

to appoint a case manater. Howeveri the
disadvantage is that the case manager is

yet one more player in the field. Given

that so many people are usually involved

in return-to-work programmes, and not

' Disability Management is defined u sage-managing the processes that lead to achieving optimum employability of individual potential,
while taking health limitations into accounL
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The aim of this chapter is to introduce

you to the various roles that your orga-

nisation can fulfil and that need harmoni-

sing if the aim of Disability Management

- defined as'achieving full deployment of
individual potential by stage-managing the

processes that lead to this while taking

health limitations into account'- is to be

accomplished.

Each organisation differs as to who is

assigned a particular role.The first step

is to define the role.Who then takes on

which role determines to a large extent
the structure of the organisation, the

distribution of task and responsibilities

and the flow of information. Roles can

be assumed by one or more individuals.

Occasionally, an external advisor is given

a particular task.The point therefore is

not to describe jobs but to distribute and

organise roles.

Each role is based on a set of tasks,

competencies and skills.The advantage

of thinking in terms of roles instead of
jobs is that you can then select the best

candidate to take on the work involved

in managing absence and return to work.
Roles are easier to harmonise than jobs

with fixed descriptions. Role distribution
is custom work casting roles allows each

organisation to opt for linking a specific

task to another role or giving an indivi-

dual several roles, if this fits the people

and the organisation better - all this

makes introducing Disability Management

in the organisation more flexible.

This chapter can help you sharpen your

thinking with regard to delegating roles.

Background information on the five roles

and explanations will be given firsg after

which we have included an'aid' to help

you find out what kind of stage manage-

ment fits your organisation best.This

takes the form of a role play designed to
discover practical problems associated

with the return to work of employees

with disabilities.This role play experience

also acts as a starting point for analysing

how to define the five Disability Manage-

ment roles in your own organisation.

4.2 The five roles

We distinguish between five roles for
effectively stage-managing return to work
relocation and counselling of long-term

sick or disabled employees:

l. The role of the manager with ultimate

responsibility
2. The role of the result and process

controller
3. The role of the advisor

4. The role of the regulator

5. The role of the networker

Differentiating between roles helps

make it clear what efforts are needed to
conduct return-to-work programm,es.

Practically speaking, the roles are not par-

ticularly clear-cut and tend to blend into
one another.They are assumed by c,ne

or more persons in an organisation, and

sometimes an external advisor is called in.

ln smaller organisations, roles are usually

divided up over fewer people.A manager

of a company with a staff of 25 will, for
example, take on ultimate responsibility

as well as being advisor, regulator and

networker.A person such as this is often

a powerful leader of an organisation with
few hierarchical levels who is well-clispo-

sed towards his or her employees.
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A Personnel and Organisation officer can

also take on the roles of advisor, regulator
and networker concurrently. ln leading

companies, we often see that such versa-

tile people are both initiators and drivers
who know both the organisation and the
people working in it.There again, in larger
organisations with several hierarchical

levels, special experts are often employed

to take on some of these roles.

We will describe the five roles below,

which together make for a successful and

result-oriented return-to-work policy.

The role of manager with
ultimate responsibility
As a concept ultimate responsibility is

complex and can be borne at varlous
hierarchical levels, depending on the
size and complexity of the organisation.

The first level responsible for matters
of disability and social security is the
management or management team, the
second the direct line manager.These

responsibilities are in accordance with
the rules set out in the Eligibility for
Permanent lnvalidity Benefit (Restric-
tions) Act Employers are accountable for
meeting their legal obligations with regard

to disability, and this includes creating
good working conditions and doing what
they can to facilitate return to work.The
employer then delegates the implementa-

tion of these specific policies, i.e. concrete
absence and return-to-work counselling

of individual employees, to direct line

managers.At leasg that is the theory.
Having an absolutely clear picture of iob
descriptions, responsibilities and powers
of those in leading positions as well as

their staff is essential for work organi-

sations, as well as what management,

executive and staff expect in terms of the
individual's concrete tasks and activities.

It is often there that we see things going

wrong.

Ultimate responsibility at strategic level

can be summarised as:
. formulating and adopting prevention,

absence and return-to-work policy
. ensuring that this policy is embedded in

the organisation's overall HRM policy
. setting an example
. delegating tasks, powers and respon-

sibilities with regard to policy (and its

implementation)
. settinS goals and providing informa-

tion for manatement purposes (plus

assessing management information in
the light of organisational and social

goals)
. enabling managemeng staff officers

and employees to discharge their
duties, i.e. communication, trainint,
time, calling in external expertise,
enabling workplace adjustments,

management information
. compliance with the legal obligations

contained in the Eligibility for Perma-

nent lnvalidiq/ Benefit (Restrictions)
Act

. monitoring the policy and its imple-
mentation, evaluating it and addres-

sing the relevant persons as to the
task they have been assigned

The management bears final responsibi-

lity for this policy and will therefore act
in a controlling capacity. Failure to do
so means that this policy will become a

PaPer tiger.
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As crucial as final responsibility at stra-

tegic level is responsibility at implemen-

tation level.The responsibility of the line

supervisor encompasses the following:
. responsibility for employing and

retaining personnel
. primary responsibility for absence and

return-to-work counselling of ill and

partially disabled employees in the

supervisor's department
. giving account of all activities geared

to getting people back to work includ-

ing suppo( counselling and Promo-
ting a supportive climate

. continued attention to absence - this

should not flag, especially at difficult

times
. non-transferable responsibility:though

the supervisor in question may ask

others for advice or turn to exPerts

for additional support, he or she

bears ultimate responsibility, and this

should be included in iob descriptions

at this level

A few focal points of the role of the

manater bearing ultimate responsibility at

implementation level:
. The supervisor's span of control

should not be too large - sufficient

opportunities for contact with
employees, insight into the employee's

work, workplace and performance.
. Fast and regular contact with employ-

ees on sick leave so as to get them

back to work as soon as possible and

under the best possible circumstances

must be a matter of course.
. The supervisor should not depend to

too treat an extent on the occu-
pational Health and Safety Service

or the Personnel and Organisation

departments: they are there to give

advice and enable counselling. Super-

visors should keep in touch with the

service and the employee themselves,

as well as being involved in the Social

MedicalTeam.
. Supervisors should have sufficient

management information at their
disposal and the skills to discuss this

information with employees. Direct
supervisors need insight into absence

statistics and to discuss absence

matters with employees in question.
. Supervisors require regular refresher

courses to improve their knowledge

and skills of absence and return-to-
work management.

. Supervisors need feedback on the

way in which they discharge their
duties.

The role of result and process
controller
Supervisors in successful leading comPa-

nies are themselves expressly controlled
and called to account for the results they

have achieved in terms of return-to-work
and absenteeism management. Because

the Eligibility for Permanent lnvalidity

Benefit (Restrictions) Act requires that
a company gives account of its activities

in this field, monitoring results is beco-

ming more and more important. ln some

companies, supervisors have already

been called to task. ln larger companies,

Personnel and Organisation is usually the

department that is charged with moni-

toring activities and results, and calling

supervisors to account Some Personnel

and Organisation advisors have a specific
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'paging' role, i.e. they alert supervisors as

to what steps to take during the coun-
selling process or report deadlines with
regard to return to work ln larger com-
panies, in-house occupational health and

safety services generally control results

and processes.

The task of a result controller is to
identifi and manage data on sickness and

disability among employees.The problem
is often that management information
is either inadequate or spread over the
entire organisation, e.g. information on
absence is found in the HRM departmeng
while bills sent by the UWV are hand-

led by salary administration.The result
controller's lob is therefore to locate

this information and classifi it.This is

definitely not only about the results of
indivi dual return-to-work programmes

but about management information at
departmental and company level, the
point being that company policies can be

monitored. lf your intention is to see that
your organisation as a whole learns that
the aim of result monitoring is feedback

and continued improvements, and not lust
gathering information for it's own sake,

then this is fundamental.

Result and process control tasks include:
. Ensuring that reliable and effective

management information is available

about:
o absence percentages, absence

frequency and duration itemised
per yearldepartment and function

SrouP
o disablement statistics, numbers

of employed disabled per year/
depaftment (numbers and sanctions)

o effectiveness and continuity of
return-to-work schemes

o use of subsidies

o cost of workplace adjustments

carried out or needed
. ldentifying costs and benefits of

sickness absence, return to work,
disablement benefit contributions and

comPensations.
. Registering printing and discussing

these figures with strategic manage-

ment and direct supervisors.
. lf these figures are used as perfor-

mance indicators and are part of the
system of remuneration, they must be

reliable and available in good time.
. Compare actual figures with target

figures (goals) at various organisatio-
nal levels, and for consecutive years.

. Enable those in responsible positi-
ons to access and keep up-to-date
management information such as

user-friendly calculation programmes,

good information provision.

The role of advisor
Most companies make use of the expeft
advice services for absence and return-
to-work management.The Occupational
Health and Safety Service is usually called
in if advice is required about matching
an employee with health problems to
a particular job. Leading companies are
increasingly calling in experts, either
through internal services, or employing a

personnel specialisg a nurse specialising in
occupational health and safety, or a com-
pany social worker, or enabling activities
in house, such as facilities for company
doctors and social workers to hold
counselling sessions. More so than others,
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leading companies are taking charge of
state management themselves.

Advice on return to work is targeted

towards gaining greater insight into the

match between the individual and the iob,
i.e. a better idea of employees' potential,

and the available openings for their return
or relocation in the organisation.Advice
also covers further problem-solving stra-

tegies and desired interventions.
When choosing an advisor or advisors, or
deciding whether to do the lob oneself, it
is essential to have a clear idea of what is
needed and who can supply what kind of
advice.Wherever possible, advice should

be harmonised so that no conflicting opi-

nions are given and the professionals do

not work at cross purposes.This requires

a coherent distribution of tasks beween
advisors in Personnel and Organisation

depaftments, as well as medical and other
external or internal professionals.

Some leading companies have combined

the role of advisor with that of regulator

and networkeri and hence assigned it to an

internal professional. Surprisingly enough,

company doctors are rarely assigned the

role of advisor though in day-to-day prac-

tice they do generally fulfil it. Demedicalisa-

tion is the primary reason for this.

The role of advisor should include the

following elements:
. The advisor should be seen as an

expert by management and supervisors.
. The advisor should know the com-

pany, its personnel and the work
done, as well as its strengths and

weaknesses.
. The advisor should have the know-

ledge and skills required to advise

the company on matters of employee

workload, not only from a medical but

also from a work-related perspective.
. The advisor is receptive to employees

and supervisors alike.

The role of regulator
Several leading companies assign spe-

cial staff officers to help employees

with health problems, and the company

itself, to return to workThanks to such

'regulators', these companies are able to
get disabled employees back to work far

sooner and more effectively than others.

However, this does not mean that this

special officer is entrusted with the final

responsibility for the measures to be

taken or for the return-to-work process

itself.

These leading companies have interpreted

the role of regulator in various different

ways. One of the regulator's most notable

characteristics is an ability to carry out
measures towards practical return to
work in a decisive, fast and creative way.

ln many smaller organisations, regulators

and advisors are often one and the same

person though the roles are very dis-

similar. Regulators make sure that advice

given is actively followed through. Social,

administrative and mediation skills rather

than iob analysis expertise are what
regulators need to work effectively.

Getting disabled employees back into the

work environment requires considerable

practical and administrative work Regulators

support employees who are partially fit
to resume their work, as well as their
supervisors in carrying out any measures

needed and preparing for relocation.Apply-

ing for subsidies and resources needed for
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returning to work are also paft of the
regulator's task. Regulators are not easily

deterred by red tape and are quick to
find practical and fast solutions.
The lob titles regulators are given tend
to differ in leading companies, and range

from relocation officer or staff memberi

return-to-work co-ordinator to return-
to-work expert.The task of regulator
is sometimes also part of the job of an

occupational health and safety co-ordinatori
an absence consultant, a HRM advisor or
a personnel specialist.

Companies seeking to actively recruit
employees from outside their own com-
pany who are partially fit to resume work
often assign this task to regulators, who
recruit and integrate new staff as well
as supervising the return to work of the
company's own employees.

To fulfil the role of regulators, persons

should meet the following requirements:
. have excellent communication skills
. be a member of the company staff,

know it inside oug e.g. able to assess

how supervisors and work units work
with staff who have returned to work,
be aware of internal vacancies and

recognise problems associated with
return to work

. be taken seriously by management"

supervisors and employees
. be open to all and operate on

the basis of confidentiality so that
employees can approach him or her
easily

. take charge of administrative proces-

ses involved in return to work and

relocation
. be a practical and efficient organiser

. able to operate formally and infor-
mally, overcoming practical and admi-

nistrative obstacles to redeployment
. stay in contact with and mediate

bewveen all parties involved in the
return-to-work process

. be decisive when it comes to taking
on or relocating staff or adjusting

work circumstances
. coach employees and provide social

supporg which may include giving

advice or referring employees with
personal problems that interfere with
their return to work

It is clear that company management

should afford regulators the room they
need to fulfil their roles, and the neces-

sary powers and resources to organise

relocation and return-to-work processes.

The role of networker
The roles of networkers and regulators
are closely linked, and in some leading

companies one and the same person
fulfils both roles.The difference lies in

whether the organisation has an internal
or an external focus.Where a regulator is

concerned mainly with facilitating return-
to-work processes in the company iaelf,
the networker will focus on organising

supporg mediatjon and funding of work
outside the company. ln smaller companies,

the managing directors themselves are

often the networkers.
Networkers keep in touch with external
service providers and decision-makers,

ensuring that if they are needed, they
can be involved as soon as possible.This

means that in leading companies, net-
workers, like regulators, often operate
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in informal circles.They do no wait until

formal, mandatory procedures have taken

their course - these networkers have

long since phoned their regular contacts

or are on the lookout for other oPPor-

tunities for furthering return-to-work

Processes.
Networkers also have an important
function when it comes to recruiting staff

with a disability.To do this they need a

specific network as going through the

regular channels of the Centres forWork
and lncome for instance, is by no means

always effective, according to these com-

panies. Some have worked with organi-

sations representinS the interests ofthe
handicapped or the occupationally disa-

bled, and have called in specialist interme-

diary agencies for advertising vacancies or
recruiting from special training institutes.

Networkers are in contact with:
. care providers and external advisors

(Occupational Health and Safety Ser-

vice, return-to-work companies, social

workers, psychologists, med iators,

centres advising on back Problems,
outplacement agencies, etc.)

. the UWV as financie6 subsidy provi-

der, expert in legislation, and orga-

nisation that has to sanction certain

measures
. the regular organisations for provi-

ding staff or mediation, e.g. Centres

forWork and lncome
. the less regular sector such as inte-

rest Sroups for people with various

disabilities, special training institutes,

etc.
. the curative sector (waiting lists,

second opinions, etc.)

. private insurance companies (as finan-

ciers)
. shelteredemploymentorganisations
. other employers

lf the role of networker is well-casg

your organisation will have an immediate

understanding of who or which organi-

sation should be called in and when.This

makes it easier to make the necessary

contacts and shortens waiting lists. Effi-

cient use of networking in your organisa-

tion makes for rapid and enduring returns

to work

4.3 The added value of a clear
division of roles

The roles described above can be found in

all organisations - in the one more expli-

citly so than in the other - that succes-

sfully help disabled staff to return to work
(Bosselaar and Reiienga,2000). Each com-

pany has to decide for itself what these

roles entail and who is to fulfil them.This

decision is based in part on the size and

complexity of the company and in Part on

its culture and history i.e. company-specific

factors. lt should be noted, howeveG that

different roles do not automatically mean

different officials. ln smaller companies

(less than 50 employees) or performance-

geared units of larger organisations, a sin-

gle person is often charged with all these

task. Larger organisations often create a

new position, a return-to-work or disabi-

lity manager who unites the various roles,

or whose task it is to harmonise various

people performing tlrese particular task.
Most large organisations divide the roles

among various officials but this requires
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ritorous direction in terms of monitoring
results, advising networking and organising.

For instance, an internal health and safety

service can be entrusted with this taskAs
a rule, final responsibility rests with the
line management and is an explicit part of
the duties of each supervisor (Bosselaar

and Reilenga,2000; see also best practices

at www.kroonophetwerk nl).

It is imporant to use past experience and

not to dispense with absence and return-
to-work policies (including division of task
and networks) already in place: these can

be used as starting points for implementing

your own successful return-to-work policy.

One must realise, howeven that the
package of roles covers far more than the
case management envisaged by the Eligibi-
lity for Permanent lnvalidity Benefit (Res-

trictions) Act. Stage-managing as we have

described thus far specifically emphasises

skills and competencies needed for the
practical realisation of return-to-work
strategies, and requires a greater focus

on embedding the proposed policy in the
organisation itself. ln addition, various
implicit task are made explicig highligh-

ting and offering solutions for potential
difficulties in current practices.

Talking about direction and role casting
in your organisation will also ensure that
management, supervisors and employees
align their expectations in terms of mana-

ging disability.

4.4 An aid towards an individual
distribution of roles

This section describes an aid that can

be of use for reflecting on the way your
organisation can stage-manage Disabi-

lity Management and how the five roles

should be distributed.

Role playing
Deciding on a suitable division of roles
in your organisation is custom workThe
final version with all roles and tasks must
be cogent and acceptable to all.Accor-
dingly, it is essential that all key figures in
the organisation are instructed as to the
necessity of distributing and stage-mana-
ging the various roles.The following role
playing model will help to achieve this.

A practice-based model taken as the core
for a role-playing game helps to show:
. how return-to-work programmes are

currently progressing
. who is involved
. the goals and expectations ofthose

involved
. the pitfalls contained in the current

situation

The game can be played with the manage-

ment team and the members of the Per-

sonnel and Organisation department or a
group of people representing the outlined
roles (but preferably playing other roles

than those they normally fulfil).The game
is co-ordinated by a game leader.The aim
is not to stage a play but to use virtual
roles to inventory differing points of view,
experiences and expectations.

The aim is to enable players to reach con-
clusions on their own, and with others,
about the effectiveness and efficiency of
the way roles are allocated in absence

and return-to-work programmes in their
organisation.The aim is also to explain why
coherent stage management is needed.
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This game is in fact, as we have indicated,

a playful way of taking inventory.The
'players' each have the opportunity to
find answers to specific questions.After

this,the instructor starts to take inven-

tory by including, one by one, each of
the players' answers, allowing them to
respond to one another and fill out their
answers without the game starting to
lead a life of its own.
The instructor can use this diagram to
make an inventory:

lf you use catchwords to record the
players'answers in the diagram (you could
use flip charts), you will soon see where
peoples' interests lie or if input does

not tally with expectations. ln general,

the players will more or less see eye

to eye on the goal, but it is interesting
to see whethe[ at the end of the game,

and given the individual roles,this goal

can be achieved in an effective way.The

instructor can discuss this with the group.

Subsequently, a presentation featuring
the five roles can be shown, followed by

an analysis of how this could be stage-

managed in onel own organisation. ln

about 2.5 hours, this game will enable you

to work out a basis and an outline for a

new policy.
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Chapter

llVe've always done it
like that'

5.1 Awareness and perception of
occupational disability

Working with Disabilit), Management in

one's own organisation requires insight

into what having a handicap or a health

problem actually enoils for the person

involved and what effect it has on that
person's situation at home and at work.
This chapter focuses on developing an

awareness of existing attitudes about
people with handicaps and the prejudices

these people encounter. Besides thag we
shall look at behaviour patterns in organi-
sations that can have a negative effect on
the employability of people with health

problems. Consequently, organisations

can define what patterns of behaviour

they consider appropriate.

lmportant elements when defining social

behaviour codes are:
. Awareness of the impact of health

impairments, at home and at work
and the social aspects of disability and

work
. Recognition of one's own attitudes

and those ofthe organisation about

disability and policies associated with
disability.

. Collecting factual information on the
defi nition of 'occupational disability'
and its major causes.

. Respecting confidentiality with regard

to employee health problems.
. Establishing house rules for handling

disability and using them to adapt

existing ones so that these become

more conducive to employing people

with health problems.

A quotation from a recent study conduc-
ted by'Research voor Beleid' (Research

for Policy) on attitudes towards people

with occupational disabilities (Petersen et
al.,2004) refers to the first point
'lt would seem that people with handicaps,

chronic illnesses or psychological disor-
ders have limited access to the labour
market.This low participation level can be

explained in part by the way this category
of employees are perceived. Disabled

persons are faced with specific barriers
and impediments that are the result
of lack of knowledge amont potential
employers and co-workers and the
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negative image they have of the disabled.

lmages of disabled people differ conside-

rably depending on the nature of their
disability or impairment. For instance,

both supervisors and employees feel least

unsure when dealing with the chronically

ill or people with a physical or sensory

handicap. Compared to other cateto-
ries, physically or sensory handicapped

persons and those with mental problems

have the least opportunities on the

labour markeq according to supervisors.

Uncertainty has everything to do with
individual experience. On the whole,

supervisors and employees who work or
live with disabled persons are less uncer-

tain and have a more positive attitude
towards them.
Supervisors, disabled, healthy and ill

employees alike agree that the disabled

have far less chance ofgetting a iob than

applicants without impairments. Most are

of the opinion that employers and the

government should offer these people

more employment opportunities. Howe-

ver,the apparent readiness on the part
of supervisors to make more effort to
enlarge opportunities for this trouP Soes
up in smoke once their own organisation

is involved. Some seem to be under the

impression that they do enough and that
others should do more.

Job openings appear to be limited for
people who are chronically ill, handicapped

or who have mental problems. One of the

causes is the way people see this category

of employees. Occupationally disabled

people, and in particular those with
chronic or psychological disorders, are,

according to supervisors, less productive

and more often ill than their counterparts.

These perceptions are not, howeve[
borne out by actual absence percent ges

or productivity rates.The fear of lower
productivity and higher absence rates

makes employers think that they run

a financial risk if they employ disabled

people. Familiarity with the regulations

introduced to eliminate these uncer-

tainties appears to be relatively low.The

alleged risks of employing a disabled

person are therefore to a certain degree

based on inadequate information.

There are, howeveri good reasons for
taking on a disabled employee.They are

often highly motivated, various financial

benefits are available, and positive discri-

mination rarely takes place.

The knowledge supervisors have of
relevant legislation is, on crucial asPects,

very limited and it is worthwhile finding

out more.This does not automatically

lead to a more positive attitude towards

disabled employees, however, or change

supervisors' behaviour.After all, personal

background and experience play a Part in

forming attitudes.' (Petersen et a|.2004

on atlitudes towards people with occupa-

tional disabilities)

5.2 Facts about disabled persons

A distinction should be made between

general and social hcts and facts that are

specific to one's own organisation. First,

the social facts.

Obviously, countless publications are

available with information on disabled

employees and employees with health

problems.We have seen that despite

extensive publicity,there is still a consider-

able lack of information about this group.
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To illustrate this, we will give an impres-

sion of the Employees with Occupational
Disabilities Study conducted for the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment
by Statistics Netherlands (CBS) and the
Netherlands Organisation for Applied
Scientific Research (INO).The study
is based on the results of the Working
Population Survey (EBB).The first aim is
to ascertain to what extent people with a

chronic disease, impairment or handicap

are hampered in doing or finding work.
The Monitor uses the term'occupation-
ally disabled' for persons aged l5-64.
The category'employees with health
problems' is larger than this group, as

it also includes people with short-term
diseases and health problems that have

not been medically diagnosed (Beckers et
a|.,2003).

ln 200 l, as a result of long-term impair-

ments, illness or handicap, approximately
1.5 million people in this age bracket had

difficulties doing or finding work.This
number is slightly up on that of 2000.
Almost 820,000 of these are part of the
working population. ln addition, almost
120,000 disabled persons indicated that
they were looking for iobs for l2 hours
or more per week.The remaining 575,000

people said that they were not able or
not willing to work

Source: Beckers et al.,2002 (combination of table 4 and table 2a)

The activity rate of disabled persons is far
lower than that of the total population
in the l5-64 age troup. Of the active wor-
king population, I l"/o has an occupational
disability, against l6% of the unemployed

working population. Of the non-working
population, 20% has a disability.As for the
categories outside the working popula-
tion, a relatively large group of disabled
persons indicate that they are not able
to work. Howeveri the number of people
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who would like to work for more than l2
hours a week is also relatively large.

Having an occupational disability is linked

in particular to age. More than half is over

the age of 45.Almost 5% of the 15-24

year-olds is disabled compared to more

than 23% in the 55-64 age group.There

are slightly more occupationally disabled

women in this group than men.This is

exactly the opposite of the figure for
2000.The catetory of those who expe-

rience barriers to employment includes

an equal number of men and women.

The population of highly educated young

women, i.e. younger than 35, with mental

complaints has increased noticeably in

recent years. People with minimal educa-

tion are overrepresented in the group of
disabled, making up l8% as opposed to
9%with a higher education.

The largest category of disabled are

people with back or joint problems. Of
this group, more than 60% says that this

impairs them. Psychological problems are

also frequently mentioned, with almost a

quarter saying that this acts as a stum-

bling block for them. Such problems can

be a considerable burden when working

or looking for employment Of those with
psychological problems, 80% indicates

that this is indeed the case, compared

to the average 59%. Of people with back

or joint problems,68% experiences

this more than the average Person as a

barrier to work.
One of the measures that can be taken

to raise participation levels among the

disabled is to adiust the workplace or
the actual content ofthe work. ln 2001,

slightly more than half of the disabled

with jobs said that they did not require

further adjustments,2S% said that
adiustments had been made in the last l2
months, and l8% said adjustments were

needed.Almost a fifth said they needed

adiustments to be able to function

effectively.The adjustments frequently

referred to in this context include aids

or changes to furniture, and modification

in their job or task package. Slightly

more adjustments were experienced by

actively employed disabled women than

by men (3 l% as opposed to 26%), while

an equal number of both indicated that
adlustments were needed.

Source: Beckers et a1.,2002
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These figures come from the 2002

Employees with Occupational Disabilities

Monitor. Risk and opportunities for this
group of people depend to a large extent
on the employment sector. Studies con-
ducted at sector level,for instance in the
framework of health and safety agree-

ments, for instance, can help companies to
get an idea of the position of disabled in

their particular field. ln addition, the UWV
has company registration numbers so they
can provide figures on persons applying for
benefits, diagnostic codes and percentages

of disabled employees per company.

The next point is garnering information
from one's own organisation.As we have

seen in other chapters, a good overview
of risks and causes of disability in one's

own company is key.Access to reliable

information, per department, age and

gender are a mustThis on its own may

already dispose of several prejudices.

Health and safety services may also be

able to help. Organisations that actually

distil this information themselves find that
it can be very informative and promote
internal communication on disability.
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5.3 Approach towards disabilitY

A study of leading companies (Bosselaar

and Reilenga,2000) has shown that Disa-

bility Management thrives in two kinds

of corporate cultures: on the one hand

in caring cultures as are found in small

family businesses, but also medium-sized

welfare and education institutions, and on

the other in cultures found in some large

multinationals where employees are given

individual responsibility and where entre-

preneurial spirit is highly developed.The

large companies also had in-house health

and safety departments with readily

available expertise on work and health

matters.The fact that Disability Manage-

ment has caught on in these corPorate

cultures does not necessarily mean that

businesses without such a culture cannot

successfully introduce ig however.

lf the culture in your company is com-

pletely different, for instance a'tough

men don't get ill', often called the'no
one is disabled in our company' culture,

or a merciful culture of the kind'we
all work so hard; if you dont feel well,

stay at home and have a good rest', we

advise focusing attention on the approach

towards disability before building up

expectations with regard to successful

Disability Management. Changing

corporate culture is no easy matter. But

pinpointing the way the organisation's

addresses occupational disability can help

to bring fallacies in the existing culture to
light and hence the potential for change.

Leading companies are characterised by the

way they handle sick employees.The most

conspicuous feature oftheir approach is

that it is twofold, i.e. professional and fair; in

the sense of 'what's sauce for the goose is

sauce for the g3nder' and based on resPect

and trust, making room for personal issues

and tailor-made solutions.

A list of characteristics of these companies:
. All employees are of equal imPortance

to the company.

' An employee's potential is more

important than his or her limitations.

' A personal approach geared towards

and promoting employee well-being.
. The atmosphere between supervisors

and employees is one of openness

and trust.
. Health is an essential and self-evident

component of company social policy.
. There is no strict dividing line between

work and private life.
. The company think in terms of social

responsibility.
. The company has strong self-regulating

powers: it is looking to take on

absence and return-to-work manage-

ment itself.
. To achieve this, the company is

prepared to allocate time, money and

human resources.

5.4 lntervention tools for
discussing and changing aPProach
towards disabilitY

We will describe intervention tools that

can help focus on the culture of and the

approach taken by one's own organisation

or to discuss and change it.This section

comprises a brief description intended

mainly as a stimulus and is followed by a

detailed example of one of these interven-

tions.
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l. Employee Satisfaction Scan

I nformation about employee satisfaction

and their expectations can be gained by

giving them a questionnaire to complete,
the aim being to match these with
company goals.This intervention tool is

primarily aimed at raising awareness.The

results of this study can be used as a star-

ting point for further interventions such

as management meetints or large-scale

planning sessions. Existing surveys are not
specifically geared towards disability and

related issues but can be included here.
ln most cases, organisations contract
external agencies to conduct employee

satisfaction scans.

2. Optimum Enablement Method: a
learning/working route for enhancing

staff employability and well-being.This

method was developed by the Beren-

schot consultancy firm in 1999 for the
Dutch Commission for the Chronically lll
(the forerunner of the Working Perspec-

tive Commission).The TNO Work and

Employment has tested this method and

can supply it to interested customers.

The method includes a four-day learning

course for organisation supervisors cover-
ing a three-month period.The course
is tailor-made to meet the needs of the
organisation. Supervisors are motivated,
instructed and given tools that they
then use in interviews with staff. During
refresher days, experiences are discussed

and feedback received from trainers.
This intervention tool focuses on social

behaviour and helps supervisors to create
a working situation in which employees

are productive, healthy and motivated.

3.Workshop series'a culture of accounta-

bility regarding absenteeism'

TNOWork and Employment developed

a series of workhops on the culture of
accountability regarding absenteeism. lt is

in this sector in particular that professio-
nal behaviour is often inadequate.These

workshops are, however, also applicable

in companies in other sectors. Employees

and supervisors work together in this
training course to learn skills and modes

of communication for addressing and

changing ways of tackling disability.This

intervention tool is also available as a

'train the trainer' course, schooling

internal trainers to conduct workhops in

their own organisations.

4. Managing labour disputes:

ln some companies, labour disputes lead

to absenteeism and hence to biased

absence statistics. ln theory, a labour
dispute has nothing to do with health.

However; smouldering disputes do even-

tually lead to health problems and actual

sickness leave. Disputes should therefore
be identified as soon as possible to avoid

escalation.Active research can resolve

disputes and avoid new ones. Collabo-
ration with external experts can lead to
a structural enhancing of the company's

own potential for constructive dispute
management. Parties confer totether
to identiry structural causes of conflicts.
After an orientation phase, discussions

are held with the parties to decide on
the content of this intervention tool.This
intervention tool is a good starting point
for introducing Disability Management if
poor working relationships are perceived

as one of the causes of disability.
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5.Working with guidelines for psycholo-

gical disabilities

This guideline was developed by the

Donner Commission in 200 I for tackling

absenteeism problems caused by psycho-

logical complaints.This intervention tool
is not primarily intended to bring the

approach towards disability to lighg but

we have included it here because it con-

tains rules of play that blend in well with
Disability Management principles.The

rules are also applicable to employees

with other health complaints.The entire

guideline, as well as a short step-by-

step plan can be downloaded from the

website www.werkend perspectief.n l. I n

the guideline, a professional person, often

a company doctor, the employer and the

employee with psychological problems

work together to ensure a speedy return
to work. Following a step-by-step plan is

essential. The website www.psychischearb

eidsongeschiktheid.nl includes a simplified

and shortened version of this guideline

made specially for smaller companies

by the Dutch organisation of small and

medium-sized enterprises.

6. Developing standards and codes of
practice for managing disability

During morning or afternoon brainstor-

ming sessions, a group of key persons in

an organisation discuss best practices in

the handling of disability.These meetings

can also be organised at departmental

level (employees/supervisors/staff).The

aim of the session is to identify compli-

cations, catalogue wishes and develop a

joint vision.The session ends with a list

of action points for designing a preferred

standard and code of practice.These

sessions are easily accessible and are not
difficult to organise oneself. lt might be

worthwhile attending a session such as

this oneself before arranging one in one's

own organisation.
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5.5 Communication, the magic
formula

Disability Management enables an orga-
nisation to give employees with health

problems the kind of attention they need

to enhance their employability.According
to several retu rn-to-work experts,
'attention' is the magic formula. But more
is needed if attention is to be focused

effectively, namely com munication.

Though intentions may be good,

communication is often a mere post-
script at the end ofthe process of policy
renewal.Things do not work like thag
unfortunately. Communication is what
sets offa process of change and what
keeps it going.A previous part of this
series for HRM managers (Gerrichhauzen
and Kampermann,2003) also reflects on
communication in terms of work and

health.
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To be able to do their work well, mana-

gers, HRM professionals and supervisors

depend on a frequent flow of good qua-

lity information.The same goes for each

employee in an organisation. lnformation

is crucial, particularly where disability is

concerned. Having access to confidential

and personal information on employees is

essential to keep them at work and avoid

situations in which people can become

unsure of themselves and embarrassed

about other people's handicaps.This is

somethint we noticed whilst working on

the perceptions of disabled employees

in general and descriptions of preferred

standards and codes of practice for Disa-

bility Management in particular. Employ-

ees should feel comfortable enough

to talk openly about what they can or
cannot do in terms of skills and work.
For this to be possible, the atmosPhere at

work has to be safe and open, and it is up

to supervisors and employers to create

the conditions that enable this. Keeping

these issues in focus need not be difficult:

most organisations have simple resources

they can use such as staff newsletters and

internal websites. Frequent information

flows are essential for building on creating

employment opportunities, making

return-to-work coaching a ioint process

that leads to a correct match between

employee and job.

This last paragraph should therefore

be the first in a booklet on Disability

Management: in companies and organi-

sations that have successfully introduced

Disability Managemeng the culture is one

of openness in which communication

about health is the most obvious thing in

the world. (Bosselaar and Reilenga,2000).
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epp*mmffiffim

Date of interview:

Department:

ffi ffiw$ffi ffiffi mreffiffiffiwffiffiffiffiffiffi ffifuffiMffi &mffi

Name of respondent:
' ::::::: :.

Fbsition:' '-

Name of interviewer:

Step in the

5-step

model

Descripdon Questions Score Efectivel

Yes/No/l +l l*

Intention Corporate

policy;

rntentron,

cornmrt-

meltand
preiondki-

ons

L Has management formulated a vision on the employability

of the disabledi

2. Does management see absenteeism and return-to-work

policy as an eSsential part of business managementl '::

3. a. Have goals been set at srategic level {SMART, i.e. speci-

fic. measurable,lmotivating, aitainable, relev-anq raceable) in

terms of absemeeism and return to workl,l
b:Are these goils directly retated to the overall corporate

oblectivesf

4. ls management prepared to invest time and money so thac

this policy is implemented effectivelyi

5. Ar.e,,&e board and higher management activety involvedl

Are they engaged in enhancing commitment towards this

policy in their organisationf

6. Do supervisors feel responsible for helping sick employees

back to wo.k anJ do they demonstrate their involvementl

7. ls there iolidariry and acceptance among staff for th*ir
collelgues returning tc workl '-t,

8. ls attention focused oil leadership ind co-op"ration/team

building in the context of absenteeism and return-to-work

strategies I

9, ln this context, does the organisation also focus on cul-

tural aspecG'iuch as soeiil behaviour, result orientation,

accountability, etc.l

10. Does management regularly inform staff about policy

inrentions and absenteeism and return-co-work srrategiesl
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Step in rhe

5-step

,model

Description Questions Score Effective?

YeslNo/l +l

Know-

Iedge

Problem

rnventory

diagnol

sis and

manage-

me:ti{,i
mAUOn::::r.:

6.

7.

t.

3.

4.

5.
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$iep in the

S.step ,

medel

Description

:r.:,:i i:.: . ,.

Questions Score Effectivel

Yes/No/f +l /*

14ethods Prioritisingf

Drawihg up

a Pfan of
Approach

ManaEementf

9.

e. ls anyon* in clrra of and a{$p,t ffi 
fian3Ain6 felations

wi*r external agencies for employing the disabled and
=organisi*gdtin+orr*,grkpog.*#E==:i.=@rH$wly

f, Do those referred f l lifffiy :i.t !|b.n i+, 
,

Can dre proposed objeaive be achieved with the absentee-

ism and r+arm+o*orkffi-ry*ffi" ono*

:,.:.::,::=r::::::::::::::: 
::,

i: : l. :l:::::::::::::::=

ls it clear *hiret6;Gt diie*fias 
in 

rhe 
thlenreeism 

and

relurn-to-work policy liel

ls the importance of investments in and benefits derived

from this policy recognised when making major strategic

policT decisionst (trowf; ".,,,,.,,,,,
ls it clear vrhere prior:itiei have to be made in this policyl

ls this choice accounted forl
Has a Plan of ,{pproach beerr,,dr:aw1up.. fgf employing/

assisting the long-term sick and dlsabled back to workl
Have funds been made available for this Plan of Approachl

Have S[{RT goals,{qn'sei for iich measuie contained !n
dre PIan! t,'.'..,,,,...--.:,,:,,,,,,

Hasrespons.ihiliry..io$pH#ell*fn$pail jj;tr=*.in.tr"
Plan been delegated to one or more peiionil
Has a proiect manager been appointed for co-ordinating

the irnplernenation'of thi Pl li 
i L i ...,..:::::: -.,,,,,,,,

Has a proiect group been set up for developing .. ip"irfy-
ing an absenteeism and return-to-work policy/Disability

t.

2.

3.

5,

6.

7.

8.

?,
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Step in the

5-step

model

Description Questions Score Effsctivei

Yes/No/l +l It

Work Policy

implemen-

tation and

its effects

l. Is the supervisor assigne{ sPec;fic asks in connectton with

absenteeism and return to workl

2. Are supervisors required to account for and be appraised

for their endgqvours qnd thq,rgryl* rhey have achievedl

3, Are qyles of managefiHnt tpe-ific to,ab'ienteekrn and

retu.n io work being learnedl

4. Aie preventive meaiur.q5 eing taken to curb siakness due

to work? ':::=

5. Are sufficient activities being undertaken by those invofved

in absenteeism and return to work when it comes to suP

porting the disabled in their return to workl

6. Have explicit agreements been concluded (and complied

with) concerning:
. counselling by supervisors

. case manaSement

. social and medical consultations/teams

. activation of sick employees

. professionalguidance/support

. application for and use of return-to-work tools/funds

. effective registration and administration

7. Are retuff-torwodi effp,-,rts directed towards:
. r€turn to former workpla(e or another department

' ."lo.raion to prlor position or alternative work in

anoihera*fi@t :::::::::::

. externa.l:retocatiln

. a[tiviiia;'in connettion With brat disablement

L Are structures/positions adapted to enable the disabled

employee to function properlyl

9. Do deparcments and return-to-work professionals (i.e.

Personnel and Organisation, line managemeng occupatio-

nal health and safety co*ordinators and services) coliabo-

rate effectivelyl

10. Do all stakeholders concerned with absenteeism and

return to work communicare effectively with one anotherl
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Step in the

,5:steP
model

Description Questions Score Effectivel

YeslNo/l +l-l*

Monitq.,

riflg .

l{onitoring,
evtttiatlng.:

and ad16j
,tinLp6f Ey:,

l. Are measures in place for keeping absenreeism and return

to work a permanent item on the agendal

2. Bo endianou.a:!9y?1di .ontinuou rou"rnenr ion-
'' :#::#[:ffirfli*ilmeF1 and

S,Doeimahagem*ntdisa,e3sifi $#l*nd, 
-F-?..thi@ticyar

least oncb a yearl

4. Has a cost/benefii:*dlsjn h,ean firadel :....;.;,;, 
,,:,,,,,,,

5. Are internal and external audits (measuiemenii) conduc-

ted for evaluation and adaq,1L!o purpgr*ll-, 
,,

6. ls the policy monitored reguliiiyi (bl whom and howf)

7. Is the policy evaluated on a yearly basisl 1by whom and

howl) , :

a. Are policy effects measuredl (howl)
b. Are Social MedicalTeam reports usedi

c. Are the experiences of employees who have returned

to work put to good usel

d. Are both disabled and non-disabl"a 
"rnpf"y"et

tnvotveot

e. ls all available management information examined as a

wholel

8. Are problems that emerge in evaluations addressed and

resotved, and is the policy adapted accordinglyl

L Are str':acturis adaged in such,a way as,:xl-:.faiiiidte rerurn

aotoikl
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Some relevant websites:

www.kroonophetwerknl (about the Best Practices Prize and best practices in Disability

Management in businesses)

www.werkendperspectief.nl (about work and products initiated by theWorking

Perspective Commission.Also information on the Disability Management, Mirrori a

reflection tool for businesses)

www.ehbw.nl (first aid at work an information bank for employees, employers and

professionals in the field of work and health)

www.verzuimalert.nl (information about a cost-benefit tool for evaluating absenteeism)

www.arbeid.tno.nl. (for tools, services and best Practices in Disability Management)

www.ifdm.nl (for information on the lnternational Forum on Disability Management, an

international conference on Disability Management to be held from l3 to l5 September

2004 in Maastricht.Abstracts of workhops, handouts and papers will be published on the

site after the conference).
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